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Modular and need-based solutions
FOR YOUR THERMAL oil system

The modular concept 
for your success

Permanent increase of
safety, availability, durability and effi ciency
of your thermal oil system

Each of our NESSessities was developed in 
close cooperation with our customers and is 
therefore very practice-oriented.

As a result, the systems are easily and 
modularly retrofi ttable. Existing processes 
are not affected, since NESSessities run in a 
sidestream.

Our systems are in use worldwide and suita-
ble for almost every thermal oil system.

NESSESSITIES Work INDEPENDENTLY
IN A side stream of the system 
Your framework conditions are in focus!



                   - Your specialist for process heating solutions

THE NESSESSITIES CONCEPT

Products for a permanent increase of safety, availability,
durability and effi ciency in thermal oil systems

More safety for
employees and operations 
plant

SAFETY
Intelligent solutions protect 
against unwanted downtime 
of the system

AVAILABILITY

Increases the effi ciency of 
system components and 
reduces operating costs

EFFICIENCY
Permanently prolongs the 
life of thermal oil and system 
components

DURABILITY
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HOW WE DO TOGETHER
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HOW WE
proceed TOGETHER 

Carbon-like residues (Conradson 
analysis) are formed due the thermal 

stress on the oil. The carbon value 
gives information about deposits in 

the system.

Light-ends are formed due to thermal 
stress on the oil and lower the fl ash 
point. A low fl ash point increases

the risk of fi re.

Through reaction with oxygen,
the oil becomes increasingly acidic.

The acid number indicates the degree 
of oxidation.

Benefi t from our expertise:
Thanks to decades of experience, we see the whole picture

Analysis of three key oil parmeters -
determining required actions -
Avoid unneccessary oil changes!



Are pumps being monitored for leakage,
vibration and bearing temperature?

Are there hazards due to
leaking fl ange connections?

Can thermal oil fi res in heaters
be extinguished?

HOW WE DO TOGETHER
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Knowing the condition of the fl uid enables you to make 
the right decisions.

If hot oil is sampled, light-ends may escape and the 
sample is meaningless. Therefore, the sample must be 
cooled during extraction.

The NESS Sample cooler NPK40 cools the sample 
liquid with cooling water and helps to take exact
samples.

Checks for additional safety hazards -
further increase of plant safety

REQUIREMENT for THE oil analysis:
professional and SOUND sampling

#1  PROFESSIONAL sampling leads to an exact status determination
#2  a detailed analysis enables targeted decisions
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Flash point development of thermal oil

Thermal oil: BP Transcal N / Volume of the plant: 50.000 l
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Flash point development of thermal oil
after commissioning the NALD250

Thermal oil: Sasol Marlotherm SH / Volume of the plant: 30.000 l
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LIGHT-ENDS REMOVAL SYSTEM

Your system works more effectively and safely with 
a permanently high flash point. 
A constantly high flash point means less downtime.

Learn more about our light-ends removal systems 
and other solutions on our                    Youtube channel

without LIGHT-ENDS REMOVAL with LIGHT-ENDS REMOVAL
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INCREASE the FLASH 
POINT Permanently

Remove light-ends from the oil: 
Massively reduce fire hazard and lower cavitation risk in pumps

A low flashpoint is a safety risk - 
We offer you a lasting and efficient solution



Flash point

Time

Time

Thermal oil system without light-ends removal system

Thermal oil system with light-ends removal system

Oil change or
boil out => batch process

with downtime

Flash point

Permanent
high flashpoint

Permanent
high flashpoint

Light-ends are continuously generated 
in thermal oil systems depending on the 
operating temperature.

Basically: The higher the operating 
temperature, the more light-ends are 
formed. If the light-ends content in-
creases, the fl ashpoint of the thermal oil 
decreases.

The NESS light-ends removal systems 
remove them and the fl ash point is
constantly maintained on a high level.
This improves plant safety and reduces 
cavitation risk in pumps.

120 LITERS of
light-ends
removed per DAY

UP TO

#1  A permanently high flash point is safety relevant
#2  Less light-ends means less downtime

LIGHT-ENDS REMOVAL SYSTEM
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Dirt particles settle in your system over time and cause last-
ing damage to safety and effi ciency. By permanent fi ltration, 
these problems are counteracted.

FINE FILTER STATION
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DEPOSITS in pipes Deposits in heat exchangers

OIL FILTRATION 
against deposits

Remove dirt particles from thermal oil:
Against deposits in pipes and heat exchangers

Deposits in the heater and system reduce safety and efficiency -
Filtering the oil prevents these negative consequences

Learn more about our fi ne fi lter station
and other solutions on our                    Youtube channel



The degree of contamination can be deter-
mined with an oil analysis according to DIN 
51551. In the analysis, the carbon residue 
(Conradson value) is measured. This is a very 
good indicator for the contamination of the 
oil and the plant with fi ne particles.

Apart from carbon-like residues,
production-related metal particles from 
the inner walls of the pipes can come loose, 
especially in new systems. Therefore, it is 
advisable to install a fi ne fi lter system from 
the beginning.

#1  Very small particles increase wear, deposit in the system and impair flow and function
#2  The heat transfer suffers massively from deposits in the system

15μm
 Comparison:

1000 - 1600 μm IN
a Standard

strainer

standard
mesh size of 
the fine filter

The NESS Fine fi lter stations continu-
ously remove small particles in a side 
stream and increase the service life of 
the thermal oil, as well as the operational 
safety and effectiveness of the system.

Oil changes
with downtimes

Oil quality

Time

Oil quality

Time

Thermal oil system without fine filter station

Thermal oil system with fine filter station

Optimal oil quality (low conradson value) for a long term

Permanent
good oil quality

Permanent
good oil quality
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NITROGEN BLANKETS
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The NESS system covers both the drain and 
the expansion tank. This has the following 
advantages:

The nitrogen blanket in the drain tank counte-
racts the formation of condensate (water) 
and thus corrosion. In addition, the formation 
of explosive gases is prevented. 

The fully automatic NESS nitrogen blanket 
systems NBS protect against oxidation, can 
extend the service life of the thermal oil and 
reduce the risk of fire.

#1  Protection against corrosion and oxidation 
#2  Prevents explosive mixtures and thus lowers the risk of fire

protection against 
02 in the system

Lowering the acid number in thermal oil: 
Preventing oil oxidation and reducing the risk of fire

Protects against corrosion and explosive gases in the system - 
A Nitrogen BLANKET has several advantages

Nitrogen blanketsDrain tank

Expansion tank

Expansion line

Inlet / Outlet

Nitrogen Thermal oil Water
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NITROGEN BLANKETS
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The Nitrogen Generator NG300 separates 
oxygen from nitrogen through a longlasting and 
highly efficient membrane, providing nitrogen 
with a purity of up to 99,5% at the outlet.

The NG300 works fully automatic and conducts 
self-checks continuously. The purity of the 
nitrogen is monitored by an advanced oxygen 
sensor. The nitrogen generator is equipped with 
an integrated control system.

The NESS nitrogen generator NG300 produces 
nitrogen from compressed air and saves the 
purchase and supply of nitrogen bottles. 

#1  Saves logistics, transport and procurement costs 
#2  Continuous, automatic nitrogen supply with low maintenance

a Useful addition to nitrogen blankets: 
Nitrogen generator for producing nitrogen from compressed air 

cheap and Always available Thanks to membrane separation - 
Why Buy Nitrogen in Bottles and Not produce It Yourself?

78%

21%

1%

Stickstoff SonstigeSauerstoff

78% OF THE AIR 
CONTAINS 
NITROGEN



PUMP MONITORING
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monitoring 
for pumps

Better predictability of deviations: 
Pump operation as trouble-free as possible

Quickly detects mechanical seal leaks. 
The mechanical seals in pumps have a limited lifetime and 
can fail unexpectedly. If the plant operator discovers the 
failure of the seal too late or not at all, larger quantities of 
heat transfer fluid can leak.

Leakage monitoring (NPCL)

These 3 monitoring systems are essential

Detects overloads due to excessive temperature. 
In case of a defect, bearing temperatures rise and the risk of 
overheating crops up. A loss of performance or failure of the 
pump is the result.

temperature monitoring (NPCT)

Detects increased machine vibrations. 
Many causes of damage to pump systems lead of an increa-
se in machine vibrations, which are measured by the sensor.

Vibration monitoring (NPCV)



PUMP MONITORING

#1  your system will be much safer 
#2  Enables on-condition pump maintenance

Scenario pump fire

After maintenance work it is reglated to fill the 
mechanical seal chamber - as prescribed in 
the operating instructions of the pump -  with 
thermal oil before starting up.

After starting the mechanical seal fails, resul-
ting in a strong leakage of heat transfer fluid 
which ignites on a hot surface.

Such a scenario can - for example - be 
prevented with leakage monitoring.
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fire source THERMAL OIL PUMP - 
Early detection of deviations and leaks

pumps are Not infrequently the starting point of thermal oil fires 



Water

Combustion
chamber

Water mist
High Performance

Spray nozzle

FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM
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When there is a leak inside a thermal oil heater, 
e.g. in the coil, the thermal oil can burn. When 
ignited it will continue to burn even when the 
fuel burner is off, as long as there is enough 
oxygen and a continuous leakage of thermal 
oil.

The NESS extinguishing and cooling system 
sprays a very fi ne water mist into the hot
heater. This fl ushes the heater volume, 
reduces the oxygen concentration and at the 
same time cools the heater by the evapora-
tion of the water droplets. An automatic self-
test program checks the smooth functioning 
regularly.

#1  Cools the heater by evaporation of the fine water mist
#2  Automatic self-test program ensures reliability

Extinguishing
and cooling

In the worst case:
When a fi re breaks out, it is advisable to be prepared

optimally prepared In case of a heater fire -
COOLING in addition to extinguishing



FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM
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Securing pipe systems with flammable, hot, toxic or corrosive liquids and vapor is a must, especially when they are 
under pressure. If leaks occur on the flange connections, liquids can splash through the room and severely endanger 
employees and systems.

A spray guard band on the flange connections provides effective protection and safety to mitigate the effects of 
leaking fluids and vapors.

#1  Protection of employees and plant 
#2  For most DIN and ANSI flange sizes

without safe-flange with safe-flange 

Leakage protection for flanges: 
Spray quard bands protect employees and plant 

Other important protective measures - 
Perfectly fitting protection for flanges

Containment of
liquids & vapors

Wing nuts



We ʼ RE looking forward 
to hearing from you

Online  
www.ness.de

or visit us on xing.com, 
linkedin.com and youtube 

Service 
During our office hours

Monday to Friday from 
7:00 am to 4:00 pm 
+49 (7181) 9675 20

Emergency number 
Outside office hours

Monday to Friday from 
4:00 pm to 7:00 am 
+49 (7181) 9675 88

NESS Wärmetechnik GmbH 
Remsstraße 24 
73630 Remshalden - Germany

Tel. +49 (7181) 9675 1 
Fax +49 (7181) 42612 
info@ness.de

MORE BROCHURES 
AND FACTSHEETS 
at www.ness.de




